July-August 2022

ECOLUTION

Initiated by the clean team

THE KC-200 MACHINE
July 4, 2022

Clean Up Nepal has set up a KWIK COMPOSTER
(KC- 200) machine to make compost from organic
waste in Tulsipur Sub-Metropolitan City.
It is a machine with a capacity of 200 kg per day of
organic waste and produces 20% of waste (40 Kg
waste per day). The Asia Foundation and UKAID have
supported the Nepal Waste Map Project in Tulsipur
Sub-Metropolitan City.

The Mayor Mr. Tika Ram Khadka, Deputy
Mayor Syani Chaudhary and preceding Mayor
Ghanshyam Pandey of Tulsipur SubMetropolitan City visited the site where the
composting machine is installed in the city. It
yielded a lot of insightful queries regarding
Nepal Waste Map and the composting machine
attended.
Craig Irwin, Stastistics Adviser from FCDO mentioned being grateful for the excellent cooperation,
support, and supervision provided by the involved team of TAF, Clean up Nepal and Sub-metropolitan city.
Followed with Megan Nalbo, Country Representative of The Asia Foundation, Nepal speaking on the
initiative being technically driven and supported by a team of experts. She also believes that the objectives
of bringing in a machine will maintain a clean and healthy environment by minimizing the adverse effects
of organic waste on public health and the environment.
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ANOTHER DAY,
ANOTHER COLLABORATION

WHAT'S ENVELOPED?
VOLUNTEERS FROM FRANCE
WINNING POSTER UTILIZATION
A CLEAN WALK
ZWAS INTERVENED SCHOOLS
TOT BY THE LAKE
NEPAL WASTE MAP

July 15, 2022

Green Road Waste Management (GRWM) and Clean
up Nepal (CUNP) signed an MoU for collaboration in
the field of waste management.
Rabindra Lamichhane and Preety Pradhananga were
represented CUNP whereas on behalf of GRWM
Bimal Bastola and Nirajan Ghimire were present
during the event.
The utmost priority of the MoU is to work effectively
on waste management with schools, organization, ward
& municipalities and organize awareness training &
campaigns.

POSTERS CELEBRATED IN
THE MIDST OF SHIVAPURI
NAGARJUN NATIONAL PARK
July 28 2022

CUNP completed the installation of 5 awareness
boards along the hiking trails of Shivapuri
National park with the help and support from the
park authorities. The boards integrated five
winning posters from "Inter-school poster
competition", conducted in collaboration with
European Union on June with the theme "Litter
Free National Park".
The boards are expected to motivate the hikers and
visitors to get their waste back with them and help
the park be litter free.
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Clean-room News

Welcoming the French Scouts in
Clean up Nepal
August 5, CUNP team had the opportunity to meet children
from Orchid Garden Nepal school as part of a cultural exchange
program under the ZWAS module with Compakamura, a team
of 5 solid French scouts. With the class of 23 young people aged
8 to 14 years, we were able to discuss about the environment,
waste practices and waste management in both France and
Nepal.
It followed with some more fun and engaging activities which
we believe made the little ones happy, and that made us happier.

New exchanges at
NAGS
Team from CUNP and Compakamura visited NAGS, Tokha for yet another a
cultural exchange program. It provided an opportunity for the volunteers to
explore the Nepali culture and tradition. It was an enticing visit with full of
reinforcement on the modules studied under ZWAS program. Students were
keen on sharing their new improved habits on waste management and
practices in and out of school.

www.cleanupnepal.org.np
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WALL OF SMILES
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SOME SUPER HEROES DON'T HAVE CAPES!
THEY HAVE A SACK FULL OF COLLECTED WASTES.
August 11, 2022

When we are outside our country, we become teachers
in cleanliness where we urge people around us not to
throw garbage in the streets, doorways or public places,
or from moving cars.
There, we feel proud of ourselves. However, the
situation changes completely when we come back to
our homeland. Here, we become careless and unruly.
In fact, this behavior is not limited to Nepalese, but it is
a problem with people all around the world. This
behavior is contradictory to our values and customs.
Nevertheless, there are many of us who insist on this
uncivilized behavior.

2 hiking routes Shivapuri Peak and
Deurali

This has become a general phenomenon involving people from all walks of life: Children, women and men
wearing the best of clothes, driving the latest cars and carrying most expensive mobiles.
If we leave it to these people, the problem will continue forever. Therefore, the main objective of this clean
up hike was to raise awareness amongst people and make them realize the impact of waste practices in
Nepal. While it was all fun for our team to have a ''clean up'' walk from Shivapuri Nagarjun National Park
to Deurali, it was also repellent to witness what extend of wastes were thrown by the people that went up
there for a ''fun family picnic''.

We succeeded in collecting
283 PLASTIC BOTTLES
1.5 KG POLYTHENE BAGS
5.5 KG WRAPPERS
&
4KG GLASS BOTTLES
www.cleanupnepal.org.np
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ZWAS in
Pokhara, a city
of love and
lights
14th August 2022,
Clean up Nepal team conducted a session in one of the
ZWAS intervened school namely Saraswati Basic
Level School for an extremely engaging cultural
exchange program. The day started with a brief
meeting at the official space of Greenroad, Pokhara
where we had an insightful discussion with the
extended team of Clean up Nepal, Pokhara for the first
session.

The French scout’s team started the session with a
brief introduction of the entire the team and the
students. We then taught them about the waste
management practices in France as well as learned
more about the waste practices in Pokhara with a
promising presentation about environmental issues
along with their solutions. It then followed with some
fun and interactive activities for the students of grade 7
and 8. Students indulged themselves fully with the
assistance from all the team members involved in
ZWAS.

ZWAS was established with the motto to help and
include students to participate actively in protection
and conservation of environment, as well as to take an
active role in and realization of the sustainable
development concept of waste management in Nepal.
The goal of the module is to provide information on
sustainable waste driven practices.
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On 15th August 2022, we conducted our second
session in one of the ZWAS intervened school namely
Shree Navin Secondary school.
The team started their action plans with an introductory
round of explaining the purpose of the visit and brief
meet and greet with the entire team members involved
in ZWAS program. All the children seemed
mesmerized by the French scout’s team and welcomed
them with smiles and were grateful for their
involvement in one of their everyday school life. Clean
up team members from Pokhara took over the lead in
handling the students of grade 7 and 8 with a fruitful
two-way discussion about waste management practices
in Pokhara.

The students shared about how Green Bus (Vehicles
dispatched from Mahanagarpalika, Pokhara) come to
collect wastes from the designated areas/wards. It
then followed with some fun and interactive activities
for the students where many other students also
inquisitively joined in to participate in the same. All
the students indulged themselves fully where the
team had to incorporate new games to cater all of
them.
We ended our interventions with the association with
a group photo with all the staff members and students
from Shree Navin Secondary School. Some team
members
were
involved
in
collecting
data/information from some students to develop case
studies. We came out much enriched by all these
moments of sharing laughter and learning in the
school.

www.cleanupnepal.org.np
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TOT by the Lake!
On 17th of August,
We organized a team meeting/workshop for all the
Clean up Nepal staff members actively involved in
Pokhara. The agenda of the workshop is for bettering
communications between the teams from Clean up
Kathmandu and Pokhara. It included of skills and
training for the trainers and field staff to have a smooth
run of the ZWAS modules in the designated schools. It
also helped them see the purpose and have an
insightful discussion on how to represent Clean up
Nepal as the most prominent NGO for providing
environmental solutions all over Nepal.

Research shows that the lack of a systems-based
approach leads to the failure of Plastic Waste
Management in urban areas of developing countries. A
systems-based approach entails a multi-dimensional
perspective that takes into account technical, social,
economic, legal, ecological, political and cultural
issues. (HSWM, 2020) With regard to the same, Mr.
Nirajan Ghimire from Greenroads gave us an insightful
presentation of the overall plastics waste where he
mentioned that there’s so many misconceptions of such
things indication general awareness is much required in
the context of Nepal. The presentation mainly included
these two ideas: Truck should install plastic container
for collect leachate and to promote knowledge and
awareness about separation at source to people.
All the staff members then proceeded with creating
their own pictorial representation of case studies and
had the opportunity to present in from of all.

www.cleanupnepal.org.np
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WASTE MANAGEMENT?
JUST A TAP AWAY!
The Global Development Network (GDN) has
awarded this project a grant as part of the Japanese
Award for Most Innovative Development Project
(MIDP) 2021 competition. The development concept
that this project aims to address is to promote
community participation, particularly for the longterm solution of waste management within ward 10
of Bharatpur metropolitan city. The project conducts
waste management awareness activities for
communities, and local government to identify a
systematic gap in the city’s waste management by
offering a digital platform for the establishment of a
reporting, monitoring, and analytical mechanism.
The methodologies adopted are Jingles in Kalika FM
95.2 MHz, door to door campaign, group campaign,
stakeholders meeting, TLOs meeting. Within two
months time period, 3829 people have been awared,
412 new installations and 23 new issues are reported.

Figure: Group Awareness Campaign by Volunteers
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TULSIPUR,
WE'RE extremely HOPEFUL!

The very next day, a few radio stations were contacted in Tulsipur for
promoting Nepal Waste Map platform to the public. The NWM
application had many useful features such as reporting waste issues
(waste dumping, waste burning, etc.), posting complaints &
feedbacks, which required a good coordination with the public for its
implication in Tulsipur.
The team conducted a training session in the Metropolitan Office Hall
in regards to Familiarization & Hands-on training for the Nepal Waste
Map application and web dashboard.

On 16 August, the Program Officer and
MEAL Officer of Clean up Nepal held a
training workshop for the vulnerable
women group of Tulsipur in regard to
composting
and
Kitchen/Rooftop
gardening.
This
workshop
was
conducted at ward 6 office of Tulsipur
Sub-Metropolitan
City.
A
short
presentation for composting and kitchen
gardening was prepared, which was
delivered by the Program Officer and a
brief session on our findings of NWM
survey was also shared with the group.

The familiarization session was targeted for the mayor and deputy
mayor of Tulsipur, where we shared our findings and results of the
NWM survey done in wards 5, 6, 7, 9 and 18 of Tulsipur during the
month of March. Some recommendations were also given by us,
analysing the results that we achieved. The mayor and deputy mayor
appreciated our work and were insightful of the results that we
presented them with. They realized that lot more work needs to be
done in Tulsipur for better waste management and also mentioned
that these data that we presented them with will definitely be useful
for future predictions and analysis.

Clean up Nepal is facilitating 2 days Training of Trainers
(ToT) session (31st August and 2nd September) on Zero Waste
at Schools. Topics include sustainable Waste management
practices, activities, games and interactive sessions. Total- 15
participants from Rural Self Development Center (RSDC) and
college students. The meet is organized by RSDC.

www.cleanupnepal.org.np
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WEEKLY ACTIVITIES

French Scouts on Waste
Practices in France

TEEJ KO LAHAR STOPPED
BY CUNP

The team offered prayer to Lord Shiva and enjoyed the
whole day by eating delicious foods.
CUNP celebrated Teej with utmost joy and sisterhood.
www.cleanupnepal.org.np
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Upcoming major events
CHITWAN WE'RE COMING!
Clean up Nepal is promoting community
participation for the long-tern solution of
waste management in ward-10 of
Bharatpur. Under the same, some team
members of CUNP will be attending school
and college students and conduct waste
management practice modules.

CLEAN UP DAY
Clean up Day aims to raise awareness of
the mismanaged waste crisis by mobilizing
all spheres of society to participate in
cleanup actions. Individuals, governments,
corporations and organizations are all
encouraged to take part in cleanups and to
find solutions to tackle mismanaged waste.

FOR MORE VISIT:
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